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Introduction 
 
There are few, if any, software packages around that allow the reading and writing of the memory contents in 
multiple models of Icom (™) transceivers and receivers. Icom has progressively been placing more detail into 
the internal memories such that the actual structure, and hence the data contained within, has altered 
considerably with different models. These details can only be accessed using the proprietary Icom CI-V 
protocol, a single-wire bi-directional serial communications strategy that operates between 0V and +5V, i.e. 
TTL voltage levels.  
 
A difficulty arises when trying to use different models but the same basic memory configuration as the data 
obtained from, or the data to be written to a model varies. Most software works only with specific models 
because of these variations. 
 
I now own six different Icom brand radios with CI-V capability and have often wanted to drop the same 
memory arrangement from say my IC-706(Mk1) into my IC-706Mk2G or even into my IC-7400. I now have an 
IC-7000 so the desirability to be able to not only save data for a specific model, as well as cross-load between 
models, is even greater.  I have used Delphi (a Windows-based graphical Pascal) for some years but I have 
never really attempted to do anything significant with the CI-V world within the Windows environment until 
quite recently.  This resulted in my writing not only a specific-models program to handle the 6 radios I have, 
but I then recognised the need for greater model flexibility so set about downloading the various Icom model 
PDFs and examining the published memory structures. The newest models have quite complex structures 
while the earlier models don't have anything other than VFO/frequency, emission mode and (sometimes) IF 
bandwidth settings stored. To allow for past plus future models, a somewhat flexible approach was undertaken 
in developing this software. 
 
The memory structures are defined in a text file that defines the very basic characteristics of the specific 
model, its memory detail breakdown (from the manual - where available) and its CI-V address detail. That 
information is editable such that new models can be added or existing ones have details adjusted. 
 
 A 'user verification" procedure has been written into the code to virtually force the removal of an inbuilt 10 
channel memory limit and the process need only be done initially and with a major program version change. 
The process creates an email containing your validated amateur callsign, email address and the software 
version number and will allow me to cross-check who has installed the software and provide contact email 
details. You will then receive an automatic response email from the VK4ADC webserver providing the correct 
email address to provide feedback, bug reports and suggestions. This verification process will need to be 
repeated if a significant change in version number occurs and a window should pop up advising that this is 
necessary. Be aware that the calculation and lookup process can take quite a while on slower machines so 
please be patient and wait for the verification window to disappear. 
 
The later models with the memstructure = 1 (details under the Model Flexibility topic) value should all work 
without any issues but some of the earlier models (memstructure = 2) sometimes throw up errors due to CI-V 
bus timing, some of which may be impracticable to solve. 
 
The access to the earlier models is intentionally slow during Reading and Writing so as to minimise 
communications errors. Typical access rate is around 1 memory per second which may seem slow but is still a 
lot faster than "doing it by hand" for 99 channels ! 
 
This software package is for Windows 32/64 only (i.e. WinXP, Win7, Win8) and was written in Delphi7.  Note 
that the software will not function with the very early IC-731 due to data differences.  
 
I suspect that the software will be 'in development' for some time so please do not place copies of the program 
on other web sites - simply weblink back to the VK4ADC website. 
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Installation 
 
The Icom Memories Manager software has been written in Delphi7 and is an 'all-in-one' application that 
doesn't really require installation as such. Simply copy the executable file, MEMS.EXE plus the help file 
MEMS.HLP, if present, into a new folder, for example C:. The actual folder name is not critical but some 
permissions issues can be avoided under Win7/8 (etc) by creating a new folder directly off the C:root and 
copying/saving the file directly into it.  There are no .DLL or OCX libraries to load so just the single file is all 
that is needed to make the software operate. 
 
By all means run an antivirus scan on it and then proceed to the next step. 
 
Use Windows Explorer to run it for the first time and it will create a couple of support files in text  (.TXT & 
Mems.hlp) format in the folder plus a shortcut on the Windows Desktop. Any subsequent memory or support 
files will be created in .CSV format in that same folder. 
 
Each subsequent time it is started, it will create backups of these same support files with the program's 
version number and with a .BAK extension (e.g 1.x.x.x.BAK) , this action being a ‘just-in-case-you-edited-them 
and thought you had lost the new settings’ precaution.  
 
Initially it will have an internal software limit of 10 memories until the user is 'verified' and then it will return 
back to the normal limit of 99 memories. To verify, select Verify User from the Help menu, insert your amateur 
callsign and email address then press the Verify button. The status will change from Not Verified to Verified 
OK if a validated callsign has been entered.  An email to the VK4ADC webserver will also be generated to 
notify that a specific callsign has been utilized for that version, with a copy back to the originating email 
address, and is just so I can keep track of who is using the software and which version has been downloaded / 
installed. 
 
You can install the software on multiple PCs but you will need to undertake a 'user verification' process on 
each machine. Significant software revisions will also incur a re-verification process. 
 
A further file named Duplex Offsets.txt can be exported by the user to allow a modified map of duplex 
mappings to be copied from one computer to another and then imported.  
 
Updating to a newer version is achieved by copying the new MEMS.EXE version over the old one and also 
deleting the CIVList.txt, RadioModels.txt and MEMS.HLP files. 
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General Use 
 
 
This software allows the user to read and program the memories in a suitable Icom radio via the CI-V bus, with 
the ability to save and load files to and from disk. The suitability is mainly determined by the availability of a CI-
V port - and not all Icoms have them.  
 
The best way to get it configured for your radio is to select the COM port and Baud rate to suit the settings in 
the radio, make sure AutoModel is set on (ticked) and then spin the tuning dial. If it does not show the correct 
model code or a frequency then you will need to set the CIV Transceive function ON in the radio. Note that the 
software will only function at 19200 or 9600 baud and the limited internal autobaud feature might change the 
speed settings between these depending on what data the software encounters. 
 
Assuming that the software now shows model and CI-V address detail, the Frequency, Mode and Frequency 
Limits boxes should get filled and the spreadsheet/grid will now show headings like VFO A, Mode A, BW A etc 
for early model radios and quite a few additional columns for more recent models. You may also note a pop-up 
box as a new model is determined - showing that the radio is being tested for band limits and IF bandwidth 
(BW) settings. 
 
The first step is to read the current memory contents. Pressing the Read Mems button will result in a message 
warning you not to touch any of the radio's controls during the Read process. After being acknowledged, the 
program will sequentially select and read the contents of each memory and display the settings in the grid. 
When it has completed, a prompt will appear advising all channels have been read. If you wish to stop it early, 
use the Abort Read button. With early models, a slide control marked CIV Poll Rate appears and it allows the 
fine-tuning of the speeds at which the radio is queried, and then when written to. 
 
You can now save the data to file using the Save Mems button. The default filename that appears in the file-
naming window is the model code plus a MEMS.CSV appended. For example, an IC7000 would show IC7000 
Mems.CSV by default but note that this is editable and could be altered to IC7000 Mems SPFD2014.CSV if 
the settings related to a Spring Field Day in 2014, maybe IC7000 Mems 25Dec14.CSV if that was the date 
when that configuration was saved.  By using various filenames, a multitude of memory configurations can be 
saved for later recall. If there is no data in the grid area of the screen, you cannot save a file. 
 
Now that there is data in the grid, you can also edit it to change frequencies, modes etc - in fact virtually any 
parameter visible in the grid can be altered. Most functions are altered by dropdown boxes to ensure that only 
applicable settings can be effected. One example is DCSMode where only NN, NR, RN and RR options are 
valid. 
 
There is no ability to insert or delete lines of cells in the current versions but the data files are compatible with 
MS Excel or other spreadsheet program that allows the opening, editing and saving of .CSV files. If your line 
count exceeds the maximum memory capability of the radio model, any extra lines will be lost. You can save 
the edited details to yet another filename or the default one, as desired. 
 
The next step is to write back the grid values to the radio using the Write Mems button. Using this function will 
result in a message warning you not to touch any of the radio's controls during the Write process. After user 
acknowledgement, the data will be sent to the radio with the progress being seen both graphically and 
numerically. If you wish to stop the process early, use the Abort Write button. 
 
The final major function is to load a file from disk using the Load Mems button. A prompt will show the default 
filename (e.g. IC7000 Mems.CSV) but an alternate file name can be selected. The data will be displayed on 
the grid immediately after loading and can be sent to the radio using the Write Mems button. 
 
 The Load Mems button assumes that you are reading a data file from and for the current model radio but 
sometimes you might want to load one created from a different model (e.g. an IC7400 file into an IC7000 
radio). To achieve this use the Load Spcl button (i.e. Load Special). After selecting the appropriate file, only 
relevant fields will be cross-loaded. The common ones like VFO A, Mode A etc will always be loaded but 
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others like DCSMODEB might not be available in both models and will either be ignored or replaced with 
default values.. 
 
The final major feature is the Clear Mems button that clears the Icom's memories completely. The user is 
asked "Are You Sure?" before the action takes place to prevent inadvertent operation. 
 
The indicator of the software's operation is the small CIV Status box which will indicate (variously) either OK, 
NG (no good), JAM, or single digit numbers like 2, 3 or 4 or maybe 26 as communications to the Icom radio 
takes place. If it stays blank for an extended time, you may need to exit and restart the application.   
 
With the older structure 2 devices, a CIV Poll Rate slider control appears and it is adjusted to make sure that 
the CIV Status window does not show any JAM responses while sending data to the radio - otherwise move 
the control towards Slow until they stop. Likewise, the control is used to make sure that the data received from 
the radio during the Read Mems function is properly formatted with the data going into the correct columns. 
Too fast or too slow can cause errors, and is also dependant on the current Baud rate.  
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Model flexibility 
 
Many of the Icom models requiring complex configuration have been defined in a text file named 
RADIOMODELS.TXT held in the same directory/folder as the application code. The file is created 
automatically the first time the software is executed. Icom also adds new models at yet different addresses so 
these can be added to this same configuration file. Simultaneously, the new CI-V address details should be 
added to a definition file named CIVLIST.TXT, again this file being automatically created the first time the 
software is executed. 
 
 
RADIOMODELS.TXT 
 
An extract from the RADIOMODELS.TXT file shows the typical arrangement for the IC-7700 transceiver: 
 
[IC7700] 
 labels = Ch No, SplitSelect, Memset, VFO A, Mode A, BW A, DataModeA, ToneModeA, TxToneFreqA, 
RxToneFreqA, VFO A1, Mode A1, BW A1, DataModeA1, ToneModeA1, TxToneFreqB,  RxToneFreqB, 
Memory Label 
 deviceaddress = 116 
 maxmems = 99 
 membanks = 0 
 modelcode = IC7700 
 memstructuretype = 1 
 memdetail = Ch No{1-2}, SplitSelect{3H}, Memset{3l}, VFO A{4-8}, Mode A{9}, BW A{10}, DataModeA{11H}, 
ToneModeA{11L}, TxToneFreq{12-14}, RxToneFreq{15-17}, VFO A1{18-22}, Mode A1{23}, BW A1{24}, 
DataModeA1{25H}, ToneModeA1{25L}, TxToneFreq1{26-28} RxToneFreq1{29-31}, Memory Label{10} 
 
The model definition is the 1st line e.g.  [IC7700] which indicates that the following lines relate only to that 
model. No hyphens. 
The Labels = will usually be applied to the top of the memories grid depending on the contents of the 
Memdetail field to be defined later. 
The Deviceaddress = is the decimal value of the particular model, where 116 = 74hex as defined per the user 
manual. 
The Maxmems = is the total number of memories available, per bank where more than one bank is available.  
If in doubt, set to 99. 
The Membanks = will usually be set to 0 except for some specific models like the IC-7000, IC-R7100, etc 
which do have respectively 5, 9, etc banks available. 
The Modelcode = must not have a hyphen in the code (e.g. IC-7000 becomes IC7000 ). 
The Memstructure = can only have two possible values 1 or 2. This defines whether the memory arrangement 
is simple (=2) or complex (=1).  
The Memdetail = defines the actual data fields involved in the complex structures and can typically be found in 
the CI-V section of the later version Icom user manuals. The data fields have specific names that determine 
how that particular byte/value will be handled.  
 
E.g. IC-7700, Section 14-13 
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The structure detail is used virtually exactly as defined but uses specific labels to allow the software to create 
the correct data structure to write back to the device or the correct decoding of a data stream sourced from the 
device. Taking part of the example from the RADIOMODELS.TXT file above, the details are entered as per the 
image where: 
 
Ch No1-2, = bytes 1 and 2  
SplitSelect3H, = high of byte 3, (RHS) 
Memset3L, = low of byte 3, (LHS) 
VFO A4-8, = bytes 4 through 8 
Mode A9, = byte 9 
BW A10, = byte 10 
 
Note that curly brackets define the byte values with hyphens as separators where two values are involved e.g. 
4-8. The only letters acceptable are H (= high byte) and L (= low byte) where a common byte is used to define 
two or more parameters. 
 
Where the data block is repeated, e.g. the 4-17 above, a '1' suffix is added so VFO A becomes VFO A1 in the 
second block but the numbering is continued on from the earlier sequence e.g. 4-8 becomes 22-26. The non-
repeated last field becomes 35-49.  
 
There are four generic non-encoded/decoded functions that can be utilized as an interim measure for new 
models and these are ASCIIFILL, BCDFILL, CHARFILL and NUMFILL and all of which should have a number 
added e.g. the second instance of BCDFILL would be an entry like BCDFILL2{34-36}. Each time they appear 
in the Memdetail line e.g. ASCIIFILL1{23-27}, ASCIIFILL2{28-32}, ASCIIFILL3{33-37} where the user manual 
detail shows three lots of 5 character strings starting at position 23 in the memory structure. 
 
The full list applicable to the current software version is always the first few lines in the RADIOMODELS.TXT 
file: 
 
* The following are the currently supported MEMDETAIL labels 
*  
* ASCIIFILL1, ASCIIFILL2, ASCIIFILL3,....   Generic ASCII coding 
* BAND                                  Multiband radios e.g. HF/50, 144, 430, 1200 
* BANK                                  Banks from 0 to 9 depending on model's capabilities 
* BCDFILL1, BCDFILL2, BCDFILL3,....    Generic BCD coding 
* BW A, BW A1, BW B                     Bandwidth values 0 = Wide, 1 = med, 2 = narrow 
* CHARFILL1, CHARFILL2, CHARFILL3,....    Generic character coding 
* CH NO      Channel/memory number, 1 - 99 typical 
* DATAMODEA, DATAMODEA1, DATAMODEB    Datamode is usually Off or On 
* DCSCODEA, DCSCODEA1, DCSCODEB       The DTCS code value e.g. 023 
* DCSMODEA, DCSMODEA1, DCSMODEB    The DTCS mode value e.g. NN, NR, RN, RR 
* DCSS, DCSS1                           Digital Coded Squelch 
* DESTCS, DESTCS1                       Destination callsign for models with DV capability, 8 
chars 
* DSQ, DSQ1                  Digital squelch level 00-99 
* DUPCODEA, DUPCODEA1, DUPCODEB       Duplex offset code e.g. 0=Simplex, 1=Duplex- or 2=Duplex+ 
* DUPOFFSET, DUPOFFSET1                Duplex offset frequency 
* MEMORY LABEL                          Memory label in ASCII - note some chars not 
supported 
* MEMSET                                Memory setting: Off, *1, *2, *3 
* MODE A, MODE A1, MODE B              Emission mode values 
* NUMFILL1, NUMFILL2, NUMFILL3,....    Generic number coding 
* R1CS, R1CS1         R1 callsign in ASCII, 8 chars 
* R2CS, R2CS1                           R2 callsign in ASCII, 8 chars 
* RXTONEFREQA, RXTONEFREQB             CTCSS tone frequencies for receive tone squelch 
* SCANSELECT     Memory selection for scanning modes, 0=Off, 1= On 
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* SPLITSELECT                          Selection of SPLIT operation i.e. TX from VFO B or VFO B 
settings 
* TONEMODEA, TONEMODEA1, TONEMODEB    Tone squelch settings 0=Off, 1=Tx Tone, 2= Tone 
Squelch (T&R), 3=DTCS 
* TXTONEFREQA, TXTONEFREQB             CTCSS tone frequencies for transmit tone squelch 
* VFO A, VFO A1, VFO B                  VFO frequencies 
 
Other specific functions may be added or revised with subsequent versions of the software. 
 
Because the details in this file may vary from version to version, the software will automatically create a new 
backup file on its next execution, e.g. RadioModels 1.x.x.x.BAK. 
 
 
CIVLIST.TXT 
 
The CIVLIST.TXT file details the address allocated to the Icom models virtually back to origins of the CI-V 
structure. An extract provides the detail: 
 
PriAddr, SecAddr, ModelCode, Action 
122,123,IC7600,IC7600 
120,121,ICRX7,SIMPLE 
118,119,IC7200,IC7200 
116,117,IC7700,IC7700 
114,115,ICR9500,SIMPLE 
112,113,IC7000,IC7000  
.. 
10,11,IC755,SIMPLE 
8,9,ICR7000,SIMPLE 
4,5,IC735,SIMPLE 
 
The PriAddr is the primary address field to which the radio is normally set ex-factory and is in decimal format.  
As necessary, use a hex to decimal conversion chart to determine the correct value. 
 
The SecAddr is the secondary address field to which the radio might be set if two identical models are used on 
the one computer and the alternate address allows individual access. This is always the primary address + 1. 
 
The Modelcode is the standard Icom model descriptor with the hyphen deleted, (e.g. IC-7000 becomes 
IC7000). 
 
The Action detail will determine whether the model is used under the Simple memory structure commands or 
the complex ones, as defined by a matching model code in the RADIOMODELS.TXT file. 
 
New models should be added to the top of the CIVList.txt file on a new line directly under the headings line 
BUT the RADIOMODELS.TXT file must also be edited if the Action value is something other than SIMPLE. 
 
Because the details in this file may vary from version to version, the software will automatically create a new 
backup file on its next execution, e.g. CIVLIST 1.x.x.x.BAK. 
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Support 
  
There are no guarantees that the software is bug-free and that is why it is free and for amateur use only. 
 
If you find a bug has occurred, you will need to ZIP up all of the support files (i.e. everything except the 
Mems.Exe file) and email them to the specific email address provided in the response email that was created 
when you proceeded through the User Verification process. Emails to any other addresses will be ignored. 
You should also try to include screenshots (Shift-PrtScr then paste into Paint, then save in .PNG format) with 
the issue being displayed, details of the Icom model being used and the version of Windows etc. 
 
There is a debug mode that allows the creation of extra .TXT files for me to interpret but I would need to have 
the rest of the files first before I provide advice how to enter debug mode. 
 
The final option is to do a remote access to the PC under Teamviewer 9/10/.. etc ,along with Skype to discuss 
the issues, so that I can see the issue first hand.  
 
Doug Hunter VK4ADC 
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Revision & download infomation 
 
The latest software version is only available from the VK4ADC web site. 
 
Download location : www.vk4adc.com 
 
 
 
Initial release - August 2014 : V1.1.0.0   
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Getting started 
 
Warning : If there are no COM ports fitted to the PC, whether internal or via USB/COM adapters, a warning will 
be shown indicating that the software will close. Click the OK button and it does just that. 
 
The best way to get the software configured for your radio is to select the COM port and Baud rate to suit the 
settings in the radio. If there is no CI-V data path on the selected COM port (e.g. COM1, COM2...), a warning 
box will be displayed.  This happens regardless of whether an Icom CI-V product is connected and means that 
the CI-V data echo has not been detected. Note that the software will only function at 19200 or 9600 baud and 
the limited internal autobaud feature might change the speed settings between these depending on what data 
the software encounters. 
 
Next, make sure AutoModel tickbox on the LHS is set ON (ticked) and then spin the tuning dial. If it does not 
show the correct model code or a frequency then you will need to set the CIV Transceive function ON in the 
radio.  Consult the user manual to suit your Icom model to determine how to access this function. 
 
The detected model should appear to match up with the normal CI-V address table - as determined by the 
details in the CIVList.TXT file - and the actual address is displayed in both decimal and Hex (hexadecimal) 
formats. 
 
Finally, the model shown at top LHS should change from its previous value to the same model code as 
detected and the grid will be reconfigured to suit the available memory data fields. 
 
Very shortly afterward, the receiver frequency (i.e. VFO A) plus the current emission mode (e.g. LSB, USB, 
AM...) and relevant frequency limits will be updated. 
 
Normally a model evaluation window will appear and it will step the device through sequential test frequencies 
of 28 MHz, 50 MHz, 144 MHz, 435 MHz and 1296 MHz and re-check the frequency limits at each stage. It 
then checks the internal IF bandwidth options ( e.g. Wide, Medium, Narrow...) for a valid response. The final 
tests are to determine whether the device responds to some basic CI-V commands such as duplex frequency 
offset, VFO B support, split frequency and simplex/duplex mode support. Even the same basic model can 
have different options fitted so each model is crosschecked on an individual basis.  This window cannot be 
closed prior to the completion of the entire process but automatically disappears at its conclusion. 
 
This testing process should occur immediately any model change occurs but can be delayed depending on the 
user interaction. 
 
There is a Clear/Update button just above the AutoModel tick box that should be used if the software fails to 
recognise the radio when its tuning knob is rotated (assuming CIV Transceive function is definitely ON and the 
COM port and Baud settings are correct ) or if a manual model selection is made, either with, or without, the 
Alt Address option ticked.  
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Reading memories 
 
The first step is to read the current model's memory contents so that there is data to work with.  
 
Pressing the Read Mems button will result in a message warning you not to touch any of the radio's controls 
during the Read process.  
 
After being acknowledged, the program will sequentially select and read the contents of each memory and 
display the settings in the grid.  Any blank memories in the radio will result in blank row in the memories grid. 
 
The vertical scroll bar at the RHS of the memories grid detail can be used to check the contents as there are 
downloaded from the radio. 
 
If you wish to stop the Read process early, use the Abort Read button.  
 
When it has completed, a prompt will appear advising all channels have been read plus, at times, a further 
message suggesting the use of the Check Duplex function is recommended.   
 
This latter function works only for FM and a VFO A frequency within the ranges as per the Duplex Settings grid 
and applies frequency offset values plus appropriate Simplex, Duplex- and Duplex+ for the various bands. 
Where duplex offset options are not present (eg 706Mk1), the VFO B frequency is set at the VFO A frequency 
+/- the relevant duplex offset and the SplitSelect field is set On. 
 
With early Icom models, a slide control marked CIV Poll Rate appears and it allows the fine-tuning of the 
rate/speeds at which the radio is queried, and then when written to later. 
 
The indicator of the software's operation is the small CIV Status box which will indicate (variously) either OK, 
NG (no good), JAM, or single digit numbers like 2, 3 or 4 or maybe 26 as communications to the Icom radio 
takes place. If it stays blank for an extended time, you may need to exit and restart the application.   
 
With the older structure 2 devices, a CIV Poll Rate slider control appears and it is adjusted to make sure that 
the CIV Status window does not show any JAM responses while sending data to the radio - otherwise move 
the control towards Slow until they stop. Likewise, the control is used to make sure that the data received from 
the radio during the Read Mems function is properly formatted with the data going into the correct columns. 
Too fast or too slow can cause errors, and is also dependant on the actual model plus the current Baud rate.  
 
A status box will appear on completion of the processing and will require an OK before it is removed.. 
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Writing memories 
 
You need to have data in the grid before you can send anything to the Icom radio. The function will not 
proceed with an empty grid. 
 
Using the Write Mems button will result in a message warning you not to touch any of the radio's controls 
during the Write process.  
 
After user acknowledgement, the data will be sent to the radio with the progress being seen both graphically 
and numerically.  
 
If you wish to stop the process early, use the Abort Write button. 
 
Any empty rows result in the appearance of a Skipping Blank Channel message appearing and the progress 
continues as the software checks for any higher number memories grid cells containing data to be sent to the 
radio. 
 
With the older structure 2 devices, a CIV Poll Rate slider control appears and it is adjusted to make sure that 
the CIV Status window does not show any JAM responses while sending data to the radio - otherwise move 
the control towards Slow until they stop.  Too fast or too slow can cause errors, and is also dependant on the 
actual model plus the current Baud rate.  
 
A status box will appear on completion of the processing and will require an OK before it is removed.. 
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Saving to file 
 
You need to have data in the grid before  you can save anything to file. The function will not proceed with an 
empty grid.  It needs a valid frequency in at least the Channel Memory #1’ VFO A’ cell before it will allow a 
save state. 
 
Use the Save Mems button to start the process.  
 
The default filename that appears in the file-naming window is the model code plus a MEMS.CSV appended 
and it is located in the same folder as the executable file MEMS.EXE.  
 
For example, an IC7000 would show IC7000 Mems.CSV by default but note that this is editable..  
It could be altered to IC7000 Mems SPFD2014.CSV if the settings related to a Spring Field Day in 2014, 
maybe IC7000 Mems 25Dec14.CSV if that was the date when that configuration was saved.   
 
By using various filenames, a multitude of memory configurations can be saved for later recall.  
 
A status box will appear on completion of the processing to the data file and will require an OK before it is 
removed.. 
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Loading files from disk 
 
Use the Load Mems button to start the process.  
 
A prompt will show the default filename (e.g. IC7000 Mems.CSV) but an alternate file can be selected.  
The data will be displayed on the grid immediately after loading. 
 
A status box will appear on completion of the processing of the data file and will require an OK before it is 
removed.. 
 
The Load Mems button assumes that you are reading a data file from and for the current model radio but 
sometimes you might want to load one created from a different model (e.g. an IC7400 file into an IC7000 
radio). To achieve this use the Load Spcl button (i.e. Load Special).  
 
After selecting the appropriate file, only relevant fields will be cross-loaded. The common ones like VFO A, 
Mode A etc will always be loaded but others (like DCSMODEB) might not be available in both models and will 
either be ignored or replaced with default values.. 
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Clearing the radio’s memories  
 
This feature is the Clear Mems button that clears the Icom's memories completely.  
 
The user is asked "Are You Sure?" before the action takes place to prevent inadvertent operation.  
There is no undo to this process other than to reload from a previously created data file. 
 
The process is very apparent in the early models as the radio will typically start clicking as the memory 
number displayed on the front of the radio steps upwards. 
 
A status box will appear on completion of the processing and will require an OK before it is removed.. 
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Altering data in the grid 
 
Once there is data in the grid, you can also edit it to change frequencies, modes etc - in fact virtually any 
parameter visible in the grid can be altered.  
 
Most functions are altered by dropdown boxes to ensure that only applicable settings can be effected. One 
example is DCSMode where only NN, NR, RN and RR options are valid. Some models do not have the full list 
of options available but incorrect options are not inhibited, simply that the radio’s memory will not be changed. 
As an example, the emission mode dropdown contains LSB, USB, AM, CW, FM, WFM, RTTY, CW-R and 
RTTY-R but not all radios support all of these modes. 
 
Clicking on coloured the LHS Channel Number box will clear the row of all frequency, mode and other data, 
essentially clearing the data for that channel.  Any blank channels are automatically skipped during the 
Memory Write process so the data within the radio is left unchanged rather than cleared. 
 
Clicking on coloured the top Column detail (eg VFO A, Mode A…etc) box will check and set any empty cells in 
that column with a default entry value suitable to the type of detail involved. 
 
There is no ability to insert or delete lines of cells in the current versions but the data files ( .CSV) are 
compatible with MS Excel or other spreadsheet program that allows the opening, editing and saving of .CSV 
files. If your line count exceeds the maximum memory capability of the radio model (typically 99), any extra 
lines will be lost. You can save the edited details to yet another filename or the default one, as desired. 
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 Duplex setup parameters 
 
The Duplex Settings / All Bands from the main menu displays a small grid titled Duplex Settings with user-
editable values to suit the country of use. By default, it is pre-configured for Australia / VK use. 
 
The following text is displayed to assist the user: 
 
Set the start and stop frequencies for the duplex switching for each band for which FM is applicable plus the 
actual duplex offset, noting offsets can be either positive (+) or negative (-). Frequencies are in VFO A only. 
 
These are end user adjustable as band plans for repeater segments and offsets can vary from country to 
country.  Initial values suit the Australian Band Plan (VK). 
 
The fixed columns are Set, Start1, Stop1, Offset1, Start2, Stop2 and Offset2 while the rows are 29, 50, 144, 
430 and 1200MHz bands respectively.  Standard data will appear in the other cells the first time the software 
is run. 
 
Since the standard repeater offset is 100KHz positive (+0.1 MHz), that value is set in the 29MHz Offset1 
value. Respectively, values of 1.000 MHz, 0.600 MHz, 5.000 MHz and 20.000 MHz are preset for the 50, 144, 
430 and 1200 MHz bands. 
 
The second set of columns Start2, Stop2, Offset2 are used for a second segment with a different offset e.g. 
positive versus negative for Offset1. 
 
Once the desired values have been inserted, press the Set button and the values will be stored and the grid 
window will disappear. 
 
Two other buttons are present that allow the Export and Import of these values to/from a text file named 
Duplex Offsets.txt that can be copied between various computers so users only have to set up personalised 
values once.  These functions are immediate so no status windows appear. If the Import function is tried while 
there is no file present, the grid will remain unchanged. 


